Six Must-do Crafted Experiences at The Hilltop
The signature pool shot at The Hilltop in Six Senses Yao Noi, overlooking the iconic limestone karsts
of Phang Nga Bay, has always been the highlight of stays at the resort – taking the spotlight on your
Instagram feed, sparking holiday envy amongst friends and family. But with the recent facelift, you
will definitely find more to The Hilltop than just the pool.

1. Private Sunrise Breakfast
A table for two with a lush breakfast spread takes center stage at The Hilltop as the sun rises over the
iconic limestone karsts of Phang Nga Bay. This is the epitome of the phrase “the early bird gets the
worm”. Sleepwalking up the short flight of stairs to The Hilltop at six in the morning may not be the
first thing you think of doing on vacation. However, eating a delicious breakfast prepared to your
liking just as the sky becomes illuminated with 50 shades of orange is worth every yawn.
2. Feel On Top Of The World
You don’t have to be Jack Dawson from the blockbuster movie Titanic to be shouting, “I’m the king of
the world” to feel like it. All it takes is a few strokes across the pool at The Hilltop towards the edge
where you can stare out to the beautiful canvas animated by Mother Nature. The calm ocean, with
occasional fishing boat passing through, creates an almost-hypnotic experience that earned its claim
as the signature of the resort.

3. Sipping Signature Cocktails
Sugar, spice and everything nice (including one of the best views in the world) make the perfect
selection of cocktails, like the ones served at The Hilltop’s bar. Infused with local flavors and
ingredients that have been freshly picked from one of the resort’s many organic gardens, the cocktails
make for an authentic Thai experience. Imagine lounging by the pool, sipping a Lemongrass Cosmo
while watching the sky change color as the sun sets and the fantastical shapes of the limestone karsts
slowly dissolve into the night.

4. Get That Insta-Famous Shot
Redefine the Warhol-inspired “15 minutes of fame” with an Instafamous shot of yourself up at The
Hilltop. From the oh-so-familiar infinity pool shot backed by the iconic limestone karsts, to a playful
shot on the hanging bridge, have some fun striking your best pose. Our favorite moment is when the
reflection of the sky in the pool sets the stage for an #OutOfTheOrdinary shot. How would that lead
you to Instafame? Simple! Post your favorite shots on Instagram using the hashtag #SixSensesYaoNoi
and you might just see them featured on our media.

5. Dinner Under the Full Moon
Mood swings, parties and werewolves aside, the full moon at Six Senses Yao Noi takes a brighter spin
with romantic dinners at The Hilltop. With world-class chefs passionately preparing dinner using the
freshest catch of the day from fishermen on the island, you’re definitely in for a gastronomic journey
to remember – especially with wine pairing options, thoughtfully crafted by Khun Sabu, our resident
sommelier. After dinner, dance in the moonlight to the sound of silence and the vibes of nature as the
stars align overhead.
6. Olive Oil Tasting
Smell, sip, slurp … that’s how the tasting goes at The Tasting Room with olive oil aficionado,
Executive Chef Walter Butti. Featuring a plethora of olive oils from all over Europe, including the top
ranked Castillo de Canena Family Reserve Picual from Spain, the tasting promises a whole new
appreciation for the precious elixir. Accompanied by Chef Walter’s offbeat and unique insights into
the world of culinary goodness, the experience won’t be just a treat for your palate, but for your soul.
And if that’s not enough, wait till Chef Walter whips out the balsamic surprise: it will keep coming
back for more!

